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Abstract
Design of protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks
(MANETs) is generally tricky compared to wired networks,
because on the one hand the increased communication constraints given by the limited bandwidth and frequent
network failures, and on the other hand the additional computation and memory constraints due to performance limitations of mobile devices must be considered. We focus on
the problem of the establishment of the shared key in mobile ad-hoc groups. This task can be achieved by means
of a contributory group key agreement (CGKA) protocol that allows group members to compute the group key
based on their individual contributions providing verifiable trust relationship between participants. As shown in
this paper there exists currently no CGKA protocol for mobile ad-hoc networks that provides an optimal trade-off between communication and computation efficiency. Based
on the comparison results of most suitable CGKA protocols we propose a new framework for the group key
agreement in mobile ad-hoc networks. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that our framework
achieves optimal communication and computation efficiency compared to other protocols.

1. Introduction
Security of various group-oriented applications in mobile
ad-hoc networks requires the establishment of a shared secret key (i.e., group key) known to all participants. Essential
for the trust relationship between mobile participants is the
∗
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absence of any trusted central authority (e.g., a group manager or a key server) that is actively involved in the computation of the group key. Hence, the group key management should proceed on the contributory basis allowing every participant to take part in the interactive computation
of the group key. A class of so-called contributory group
key agreement (CGKA) protocols has beed defined for this
kind of trust relationship. According to [10] CGKA protocols that can be applied in mobile ad-hoc groups must
provide verifiable trust relationship, i.e., although participants are trusted not to reveal secrets that can be used to
compute the group key to other parties, they still should be
able to verify the computation steps of the CGKA protocol. Another characteristic of mobile ad-hoc groups is the
unpredictability of the occuring network failures and dynamic behaviour of mobile participants. Hence, the protocol for the group key management must be able to handle
dynamic changes to the group formation without compromising the stated security requirements. In mobile ad-hoc
groups communication constraints due to the limited bandwidth and frequent network failures, as well as computation and memory constraints due to the limited performance
capabilities of participating mobile devices are challenging
tasks that make the design of CGKA protocols more complicated. According to [10] currently known CGKA protocols for mobile ad-hoc groups provide either communication efficiency at the expense of the computation and memory costs, or computation and memory efficiency requiring
a higher communication overhead. Note that not all existing CGKA protocols achieve the same security level with
respect to the verifiable trust relationship. Actually, there is
no CGKA protocol that achieves an optimal trade-off between communication, computation and memory costs, and
provides stated security requirements. In this paper we propose a framework for the contributory group key agreement
in mobile ad-hoc networks, called TFAN1 . This framework
consists of a protocol that combines properties of two (according to [10] most applicable) CGKA protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks: the communication efficiency of the
1
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µSTR protocol, and the computation and memory efficiency
of the µTGDH protocol.

2. Related Work
Several group key management protocols have been proposed for mobile ad-hoc group communication. The protocol of Asokan et. al. in [1] is a password authentication based key agreement protocol for small ad-hoc groups
those members are on the same location (i.e., in one room).
It is assumed that all members share a secret password.
Obviously, the password-based authentication is a significant drawback for mobile ad-hoc groups built ”on the fly”
where no such pre-shared password is available. The protocol does not handle dynamic events and is less-efficient if
the group size is not a power of two. The protocol of Besson
et. al. [4] provides efficient mutual authentication and group
key agreement for low-power mobile devices, and supports
dynamic changes. However, it requires a wireless infrastructure with some powerful trusted server (base station)
that performes heavy computations. According to the trust
model in mobile ad-hoc groups, no such trusted authority is allowed. In [10] a number of CGKA protocols (i.e.,
Burmester-Desmedt (BD) [2], CLIQUES [15], STR [6] and
TGDH [7]) that were originally designed for local- and
wide-area wired networks has been analysed and optimized
from the perspective of static and dynamic mobile ad-hoc
groups, considering either the homogeneous or the heterogeneous distribution of the devices with respect to their performance limitations, and introduced verifiable trust relationship between participants. The resulting modified versions of these protocols (i.e., µBD, µCLIQUES, µSTR,
and µTGDH) utilize elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and
eliminate redundancies of the original protocols to reduce
the costs. One of the results of this work regarding dynamic mobile ad-hoc groups is that µSTR protocol is the
most communication efficient protocol that should be applied in ad-hoc networks where communication constraints
prevail over computation and memory constraints, whereas
µTGDH protocol due to its better computation and memory
efficiency should be used in the opposite case. Both protocols µSTR and µTGDH provide verifiable trust relationship, i.e., achieve a higher security level compared to µBD
and µCLIQUES. Therefore, to achieve an optimal trade-off
between communication, computation and memory costs at
a higher security level we consider µSTR and µTGDH protocols as part of our framework.

3. Our Results
With respect to the results obtained in [10] we design
a framework for the contributory group key agreement
in mobile ad-hoc groups (TFAN) that achieves optimal

trade-off between communication, computation and memory costs. The framework combines the communication efficient µSTR protocol and the computation and memory efficient µTGDH protocol. This combination is possible because of the similarities in the computation process of the
group key in both protocols, which relies on the tree-based
extension of the well-known elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman
key exchange protocol (ECDH). Additionally to the theoretical security and complexity analysis the optimum of the
trade-off between communication, computation and memory costs for TFAN is substantiated by the experimental results obtained from the implementation and simulation of
the framework.

4. Mobile Ad-Hoc Group Communication
Constraints of Mobile Devices Mobile devices have limited performance capabilities due to the lower processor
power (CPU clocks) and memory capacity, and are active
for a limited period of time due to the battery dependent energy supply. Hence, one of the main goals for the design
of CGKA protocols for MANETs is to optimize the computation, communication and memory costs of the protocol to increase the availability of the device. We remark that
performance of mobile devices in CGKA protocols can be
measured according to [11] by a specially designed benchmarking function, which considers the hardware parameters
of the devices and performs protocol specific network and
cryptographic operations.
Constraints in MANETs Due to the mobility of nodes ongoing communication session in MANETs suffers from frequent path breaks causing network failures to occur. Network failures may cause connection loss for one node (leave
event) or a subset of nodes (partition event). Hence, CGKA
protocols for MANETs must provide mechanisms to repair occured network failures, i.e., join protocol to repair
leave events, and merge protocol to repair partition events.
Limited bandwidth in MANETs additionally imposes a
constraint on CGKA protocols in maintaining the group.
Hence, CGKA protocols should be designed to achieve a
minimal control overhead to maintain the group formation.

5. Contributory Group Key Agreement
Group Communication System CGKA protocols make
use of an underlying group communication system (GCS)
that must provide the following properties: (i) public broadcast channel, and (ii) reliability, i.e., all messages must
reach their destination after being sent, and the order of sent
messages must be preserved. Note that reliability in ad-hoc
networks can be achieved using reliable multicast protocols
for MANETs, like RDG [9]. Note that since communication channel is public CGKA protocols must consider the

existence of a passive adversary that is able to intercept all
protocol messages.
Message Authentication In order to prevent impersonation attacks or man-in-the-middle attacks communication
channels in CGKA protocols must be authentic. The authentication of messages can be achieved, for example, over digital signatures with certified public keys. We assume that every participant Mi has a certificate for its public key pkeyi
and uses the secret key skeyi to sign own messages. Note
that conventional PKI techniques with a trusted certification authority may not be available in a MANETs because
of node mobility and missing infrastructure. The management of the public key certificates in MANETs is a current research topic, e.g., [3]. For our framework we assume
that an appropriate management mechanism for public key
certificates is available, and every participant sends authentic messages. Since authentication procedure is independent
from the actual CGKA protocol we omit its explicit indication in the description of our protocols.
Verifiable Trust Relationship In mobile ad-hoc groups
there is no trusted central authority that is actively involved
in the computation of the group key, i.e., all participants
have equal rights during the computation process. This is
emphasized by the definition of the verifiable trust relationship (VRT) for CGKA protocols in MANETs in [10]. VRT
assumes that: (i) group members are trusted not to reveal
the group key or secret values that may lead to its computation to any other party, and (ii) group members must be
able to verify the computation steps of the CGKA protocol.
Setup and Dynamic Events In order to build an ad-hoc
group and to agree on the shared group key participants
have to perform an interactive setup protocol. With respect
to VTR every participant provides own contribution and
should be able to verify the protocol steps towards the computation of the group key. After the group is initialized
the protocol must respond to occuring dynamic events. Dynamic events may occur due to the network failures as described in Section 4, or may be triggered by the application, e.g., the application requires to join or exclude group
members, or to split the group into independent subgroups
(partition), or to combine independent groups into one common group (merge). We remark that CGKA protocols do not
need to distinguish between events caused by network failures and events triggered by the application, and can treat
both event types equally. Hence, CGKA protocol must contain subprotocols for join, leave, merge and partition. Additionally, it is preferred that group members are able to
change their contribution and cause the update of the group
key. For this purpose a so-called refresh protocol can be designed as part of the suite.

Security Requirements CGKA protocols must fulfill the
following security requirements from [7]: computational
group key secrecy (it must be computationally infeasible for
a passive adversary to discover any secret group key), decisional group key secrecy (it must be computationally infeasible for a passive adversary to distinguish any bits of
the secret group key from random bits), forward secrecy
(any passive adversary being in possession of a subset of
old group keys must not be able to discover any subsequent
group key), backward secrecy (any passive adversary being
in possession of a subset of subsequent group keys must not
be able to discover any preceding group key), and key independence (any passive adversary being in possession of
any subset of group keys must not be able to discover any
other group key). Note that all these requirements consider
only a passive adversary that might be able to intercept messages since the communication channel is public. Note also
that forward secrecy provides security for subtractive events
(leave and partition), since it prevents former group members from the computation of the updated group key. Similarly, backward secrecy provides security for additive events
(join and merge), e.g., it prevents new members from discovering the previously used group keys.

6. Elliptic Curve Cryptography
There are no other techniques to agree on a shared key
over a public channel than to use the public-key cryptography. However, public-key cryptography is costly to be
applied in MANETs because of the limited device performance. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is considered
to be most applicable for mobile devices, because of the
smaller key sizes (≈ 160 bits) and more efficient computation compared to other public-key systems. In [10] ECC has
been used in the CGKA protocols µSTR and µTGDH in order to reduce the communication, computation and memory costs of the original protocols STR and TGDH, respectively. Operations of ECC are performed in groups of points
of elliptic curves defined over finite fields. In the following
we give a brief overview of ECC and elliptic curve DiffieHellman key exchange protocol (ECDH).
Let E be an elliptic curve over a finite field Fq , such
that Fq is either prime (q is a prime numer) or binary
(q = 2m , m ∈ N) field. E(Fq ) denotes a commutative group of points in E. Considering G ∈ E(Fq ) as a
point with high prime order t that devides q − 1, there exists a subgroup of points of E(Fq ) generated by G, i.e.,
< G >= {O, G, 2G, . . . , (t − 1)G}, where O is the point
of infinity. The operation Q = rP , where r ∈ [1, t − 1]
and P ∈< G > is called a scalar-point multiplication and
its result Q is a point in <G>. Note that due to the hardness of the Discrete Logarithm problem on elliptic curves
(ECDL) it is computationally hard to compute r given P

and Q [12]. The protocols µSTR, µTGDH and our framework require to map a point Q ∈< G > to an integer in
the range [1, q − 1]. The most natural way is to map Q
to its x-coordinate, denoted (Q)x . The following function
map : E(Fq ) → N ([14]) can be used for this purpose: if
q = p and p is prime then map(Q) = (Q)x , else if q = 2m ,
m ∈ N, and (Q)x = (am−1 . . . a1 a0 ) with ai ∈ {0, 1} then
Pm−1
map(Q) = i=0 2i ai .
ECDH Assume two participants M1 and M2 wish to agree
on a shared secret key using ECDH ([14]) and the group
<G> is generated as described above. Every participant Mi
generates its secret session random ki ∈R [1, t−1] and computes its blinded version Ki = ki G (point in <G>). M1 and
M2 exchange their blinded session randoms in an authentic manner, and compute the shared secret key K = k1 K2
and K = k2 K1 respectively. If the shared secret key has to
be an integer then participants may apply the mapping function map() on K.
Security of ECDH relies on the computational and decisional Diffie-Hellman assumptions in elliptic curves, denoted ECCDH and ECDDH, respectively. ECCDH means
that given G, aG, bG ∈<G>, it is hard to compute (ab)G.
According to [12] ECCDH is hard for all types of elliptic
curves. ECDDH means that given G, aG, bG, cG ∈<G>,
it is hard to decide whether cG = (ab)G. According to [5]
ECDDH assumption could only be proven for special types
of elliptic curves, i.e., non-supersingular and non-trace-2 elliptic curves. Therefore, only these special curves should be
chosen for the implementation of ECDH.

7. Building Blocks

defined h. There are two kinds of nodes: intermediate and
leaf nodes. The leaf node is associated with a member (device) and has no children. An intermediate node hl, vi has
two children: the left child hl + 1, 2vi and the right child
hl + 1, 2v + 1i. In the following we describe the structure of
the group key in ECC. Each node hl, vi is associated with a
secret key khl,vi and a public key bkhl,vi = khl,vi G. Secret
keys of leaf nodes are chosen and kept secret by associated
members. Every khl,vi , 0 ≤ v ≤ 2l − 1, 0 ≤ l ≤ h is computed with ECDH key exchange from Section 6 using secret
and public keys of both children nodes hl + 1, 2vi and hl +
1, 2v + 1i, either as khl,vi = map(khl+1,2vi bkhl+1,2v+1i )
or khl,vi = map(khl+1,2v+1i bkhl+1,2vi ), where map() is
a point-to-integer mapping function from Section 6. Obviously, the group key kh0,0i (secret key at the root) can be
computed by any member Mi , associated with a leaf node
hli , vi i, if it knows all public keys in its co-path, which consists of all sibling nodes in the member’s path, which in
turn consists of all nodes between hli , vi i and h0, 0i. Therefore, every member must save only the public keys in its
co-path, its own secret key and the tree structure. However,
in order to save members’ computation costs in the protocols that handle dynamic events all secret keys in the path
must also be stored. A member associated with a leaf node
hli , vi i stores li +1 secret keys khli −δ,bv/2δ ci for 0 ≤ δ ≤ li ,
own public key bkhli ,vi i , and li public keys in its co-path.
µSTR The µSTR protocol suite uses the tree structure in
Figure 1 with the following constraints: For each l > 0 there
are only two nodes hl, 0i and hl, 1i. Considering a group of
n > 1 members, the nodes hl, 1i with 1 ≤ l ≤ n − 1 and
hn − 1, 0i are leaf nodes, which are associated with members (devices). Figure 2 describes the setup protocol. In or-

In this section we describe first the general key structure
of µSTR and µTGDH procotols whose composition constitutes our framework TFAN. Then we give a brief overview
of these protocols.

1. Each member Mi , where hli , vi i ∈ {hj, 1i|0 < j ≤

Binary Key Tree Structure Both µSTR and µTGDH protocols utilize the binary tree structure discribed in Figure 1.
The height of the tree, denoted h, is defined as the maxi-

2. The members hn − 1, 0i and hn − 1, 1i compute

n − 1} ∪ {hn − 1, 0i}, selects random khli ,vi i , computes
and broadcasts bkhli ,vi i .
(khn−2,0i , . . . , kh0,0i ). The member hn−1, 0i computes and
broadcasts (bkhn−2,0i , . . . , bkh1,0i ).

3. Each member Mi computes missing (khli −1,0i , . . . , kh0,0i ).

h0, 0i

Figure 2. µSTR Setup
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mal distance between a leaf node and the root node h0, 0i,

der to handle dynamic events µSTR defines a special role,
called a sponsor. The role is temporary and is assigned to
different members depending on the current tree structure
and the kind of the dynamic event. We stress that a sponsor does not become a trusted central authority since according to VTR its messages can be verified by other members. Figure 3 describes the merge protocol for m trees, denoted Ti , i ∈ [1, m]. The number of members in Ti is de-

noted by ni , w.l.o.g. n1 ≥ n2 · · · ≥ nm is assumed. The
idea of the protocol is to subsequently append a tree Ti on
top of the tree Ti−1 for all 2 ≤ i ≤ m. Since every mem-

ure 5 describes the setup protocol of µTGDH. The spon1. Mi selects random khli ,vi i , computes and broadcasts
bkhli ,vi i , sets l = li − 1 and v = bvi /2c.

1. The sponsor Msi , i ∈ [1, m] broadcasts all public keys and
the tree structure of Ti .

2. Each member updates the tree by merging all trees and removes all secret and public keys in the sponsor’s path. The
sponsor Ms changes it own secret key, computes all secret
and public keys. The newly computed public keys are then
broadcasted.

2. Mi updates the tree structure, computes secret key khl,vi ,
and public key bkhl,vi . The sponsor of the (sub)tree rooted at
node hl, vi broadcasts bkhl,vi .

3. Members repeat steps 2 and 3 with l = l − 1 and v = bv/2c
until every member computes the group key kh0,0i .

Figure 5. µTGDH Setup

3. Each member Mi computes missing (khli −1,0i , . . . , kh0,0i ).
Figure 3. µSTR Merge

ber knows only the public keys in its co-path, only the members hni − 1, 0i and hni − 1, 1i know all public keys in Ti .
One of them acts as the sponsor Msi in the first round. The
sponsor Ms is, however, a member assigned to the node
with the lowest value for l in T1 . The join protocol for one
member can be easily derived from the merge protocol. After the joining member broadcasts its public key the tree
structure is modified by existing members, and the sponsor
broadcasts it together with required public keys so that all
members including the new member can compute the updated group key. Figure 4 describes the partition protocol of
µSTR. The sponsor Ms is a member associated in the initial tree with the leaf node located directly below the leaf
node of the leaving member with highest value for l. If no
such node exists then Ms is a member associated with the
leftmost node in the updated tree. The leave protocol for a
1. Each member updates the tree by removing the leaving members and removes all secret and public keys in the sponsor’s
path. The sponsor Ms associated with node hls , vs i changes
its own secret key khls ,vs i , computes all secret keys khi,0i
for 0 ≤ i < ls , and public keys bkhls ,vs i and bkhi,0i for
1 ≤ i < ls , and broadcasts the updated public keys.

2. Each member Mi computes missing (khli −1,0i , . . . , kh0,0i ).
Figure 4. µSTR Partition

single member is easily derived from the partition protocol.
The refresh protocol is similar to the leave protocol
where refresher acts as the sponsor Ms with the only exception that the tree structure remains unchanged.
µTGDH The µTGDH protocol suite uses also the tree
structure in Figure 1. However, unlike in µSTR the tree
is kept balanced, i.e., paths of members assigned to the
leaf nodes contain ideally the same number of nodes. Fig-

sor of the (sub)tree is always the rightmost member. Similarly to µSTR, the sponsor’s role in µTGDH protocols that
handle dynamic events is temporary and assigned to different members depending on the current tree structure. Figure 6 describes the merge protocol for m trees, denoted
Ti , i ∈ [1, m]. The height of Ti is denoted by hTi , w.l.o.g.
hT1 ≥ hT2 ≥ . . . ≥ hTm is assumed. The idea is to subsequently merge the two highest trees to a new tree which is
then merged to the next tree until all trees Ti , i ∈ [1, m] are
merged. Two trees have to be merged in a way that keeps
the resulting tree mostly balanced. For a detailed process
of merging two trees we refer to [7]. Similarly to µSTR the
1. The sponsor Msi of the tree Ti , i ∈ [1, m], updates its secret
key, computes all secret and public keys (including bkh0,0i )
in its path, and broadcasts the updated public keys together
with the tree structure.

2. Every member Mi merges the trees, removes the public keys
in the path of the rightmost sponsor, and in paths of parent nodes of all other sponsors up to the root. The rightmost
sponsor changes its secret key and computes the corresponding public key.

3. Every member Mi computes secret keys in its path until
it blocks. Additionally, every sponsor broadcasts the public
keys it has computed. Members repeat this step until every
member computes the updated group key.

Figure 6. µTGDH Merge

join protocol for one member can be easily derived from the
merge protocol. In this case only the new member broadcasts its public key in the first round, and the updated public keys together with the updated tree structure are broadcasted by the sole sponsor in the second round.
Figure 7 describes the partition protocol. For a detailed
description of how the partitioned members are removed
from the tree and the sponsors are chosen we refer to [7].
Similarly to µSTR the leave protocol for a single member

1. Every member Mi updates the tree structure by removing

CN0

the partitioned members’ nodes and removes all secret and
public keys in the sponsors’ paths. The rightmost sponsor
changes its secret key.

h=2

h0, 0i

CN1

2. Every sponsor computes the secret and public keys in its path

h1, 0i

until it blocks and broadcasts the updated public keys.

3. Every member Mi computes secret keys in its path until it

h1, 0i

blocks. Members repeat steps 2 and 3 until all members are
able to compute the group key.

Figure 7. µTGDH Partition
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Figure 8. TFAN tree (q = 2, art = T )
can be derived from the partition. In this case there is only
one sponsor chosen as a member assigned to the rightmost
leaf node in the subtree rooted at the sibling node of leaving member’s node. The refresh protocol is similiar to the
leave protocol with the only difference that the tree structure remains unchanged.

8. Tree-based Group Key Agreement Framework for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
In this section we present TFAN, a Tree-based group key
agreement Framework for mobile Ad-hoc Networks.
Idea Although the costs in µSTR and µTGDH protocols
are significantly reduced compared to the original STR
and TGDH protocols, the computation costs of µSTR are
still higher than those of µTGDH, and the communication
costs of µTGDH are in general higher than those of µSTR.
Hence, the idea is to combine both protocols into one framework to achieve the optimal trade-off between computation
and communication efficiency.
Tree TFAN uses the binary tree structure described in Figure 1 with some strict specifications. An example of a TFAN
tree is shown in Figure 8. The nodes CNi , 0 ≤ i ≤ h − 1,
are called cover-nodes, the path from CNh−1 to CN0 is
called the cover-path. Each cover-node CNi has two child
nodes: the left child node is the cover-node CNi+1 , and the
right child node is a root node of a subtree. These root nodes
are called sub-roots, whereas the subtrees are called cs-trees
(short for Cover-Sub-Trees) and are denoted by CTi . The
only exception is that the left child node of CNh−1 is also
a cs-tree CTh . The structure of the cs-trees depends on two
parameters: the maximal allowed height (q) and the art (art)
of cs-trees. The parameter art determines the cs-tree’s art:
S for a µSTR tree or T for a µTGDH tree. The cover-node
CNi is associated with the secret key kCNi and the public key bkCNi . The secret and public keys associated with a
i
i
node hl, vi in a cs-tree CTi are denoted by khl,vi
and bkhl,vi
,
respectively.

Setup Given q and art, assume that n members wish to
form a group. Every member broadcasts its public key with
some other information required by the protocol. Members
are then sorted according to some common criteria (e.g.,
sorted order of their public keys), w.l.o.g M1 , . . ., Mn , and
assigned to the leaf nodes of a TFAN tree. The idea behind
the assignment of members to the leaf nodes is to divide the
sorted list into d nb e blocks with a block length b = q + 1 if
art = S, and b = 2q if art = T . Each block except for the
last contains b members, and the last block the remaining
 
members. The height of the TFAN tree is then h = nb −1.
Figure 9 describes the setup protocol. Figure 10 gives an example of a TFAN tree with art = T 2 and q = 2. Every
1. Every member Mi , i ∈ {1, · · · , n} broadcasts its public key.
2. Members assigned to the same cs-tree CTj execute the setup
protocol of µSTR if art = S, or of µTGDH if art = T , and
j
compute the public key bkh0,0i
. The sponsor of CTj broadj
casts bkh0,0i
.

3. Members assigned to CTh and CTh−1 compute the secret
keys in the cover-path. The rightmost member in CTh computes and broadcasts the public keys in the cover-path.

4. Members assigned to CTj , j < h − 1 compute the secret
keys kCNj , . . . , kCN0 .

Figure 9. TFAN Setup

member broadcasts its setup request and the public key. Assume that there are 14 members, e.g., M1 , M2 , · · · , M14 .
Since any cs-tree may contain at most 4 members, the following assignment to the cs-trees is applied: CT3 consists
of M1 , M2 , M3 , and M4 , CT2 of M5 , M6 , M7 , and M8 ,
CT1 of M9 , M10 , M11 , and M12 , and CT0 of M13 and M14 .
Members assigned to the same cs-tree execute the µTGDH
2

Due to space limitations we provide examples for TFAN trees with
art = T . Note that examples with art = S are similar.

ure 12. Since CT1 is the first not fully filled cs-tree, the
new member M11 joins in CT1 . According to the µTGDH
join protocol, M5 is the sponsor. It changes its key pair
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Figure 12. A TFAN Join (q = 2, art = T )

Figure 10. TFAN Setup (q = 2, art = T )
setup protocol. The sponsor of the third round is M4 . Since
all members in CT3 and CT2 know all public keys of nodes
in their co-paths, they compute secret keys of nodes in their
paths. The sponsor M4 additionally computes and broadcasts bkCN2 and bkCN1 . Upon receiving this message, the
members in CT1 compute kCN1 and kCN0 , and the members in CT0 compute kCN0 . The group key is kCN0 .
Join Assume there is a group of n members {M1 , · · · ,
Mn }, and a new member Mn+1 wishes to join. Mn+1
broadcasts a join request with its public key. The new member is inserted into the shallowest not fully filled cs-tree.
The join event is then processed according to the join protocol of µSTR if art = S or of µTGDH if art = T with
the extension that the sponsor computes all secret and public keys in its path. If all cs-trees are fully filled then a new
cs-tree with the new member as its unique member and a
new cover-node are created. The new cover-node becomes
the new root of the TFAN tree with the old root as its left
child and the sub-root of the new cs-tree as its right child.
Figure 11 describes the detailed process of the join protocol. Consider an example with µTGDH cs-trees in Fig-

1
1
1
1
(kh2,0i
, bkh2,0i
) and computes the key pairs (kh1,0i
, bkh1,0i
),
1
1
(kh0,0i , bkh0,0i ), (kCN1 , bkCN1 ), and the group key kCN0 .
1
1
1
M5 then broadcasts the public keys bkh2,0i
, bkh1,0i
, bkh0,0i
,
and bkCN1 so that other members are also able to update the
tree and compute the group key.

Leave Assume there is a group of n members, and Ml in
the cs-tree CTj leaves the group. If Ml is the only member
in CTj then the shallowest rightmost leaf node of CTj+1
if j < h, or of CTh−1 if j = h is chosen as the sponsor
Ms . Figure 13 describes the leave protocol. An example of
1. Every remaining member Mi updates the tree by removing
the leaving member’s node and its parent node, and removes
all secret and public keys of nodes in the sponsor’s Ms path.
Additionally, Ms changes its secret key, computes the secret
and public keys in its path, and broadcasts the updated public
keys.

2. Every remaining member Mi computes the changed secret
keys in its path.

Figure 13. TFAN Leave

1. The new member Mn+1 broadcasts its public key.
2. Every member Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, updates the tree structure
by inserting Mn+1 and removes all secret and public keys
in the path of the sponsor Ms . The sponsor Ms changes its
secret key, computes the secret and public keys in its path,
and broadcasts the updated public keys together with the tree
structure.

3. Every member Mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 updates the tree structure
and computes the changed secret keys in its path including
the group key kCN0 .

Figure 11. TFAN Join

a TFAN leave event is shown in Figure 14. M8 in the cs-tree
CT1 is the leaving member. According to the µTGDH leave
protocol members remove the leaf node of M8 and its parent node h1, 1i from the tree, and M7 is chosen as the spon1
sor. M7 updates its secret key kh1,1i
and computes the secret
1
1
keys kh0,0i , kCN1 , and kCN0 , and the public keys bkh1,1i
,
1
1
1
bkh0,0i , and bkCN1 . It broadcasts then bkh1,1i , bkh0,0i and
bkCN1 so that other members are also able to compute the
group key.
Merge Assume m trees, denoted Ti , i ∈ [1, m] have to be
merged. Figure 15 describes the merge protocol. W.l.o.g.
the trees are sorted from the highest to the lowest, i.e.,
hT1 ≥ hT2 ≥ . . . ≥ hTm . If two trees are of the same
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Figure 14. A TFAN Leave (q = 2, art = T )
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height, some other criteria must be applied, e.g., a lexicographical order of the public keys of the respective sponsors. Considering the structure of a TFAN tree of height
h only members assigned to the cs-trees CTh and CTh−1
know public keys of all sub-roots. Hence, the sponsor Msi
for the tree Ti is chosen as a member assigned to the rightmost leaf node in the cs-tree CTh of the Ti . Note that a
TFAN tree can be considered as a µSTR tree where whole
cs-trees are used instead of sole leaf nodes. The idea behind
the merge protocol of TFAN is to use the merge protocol of
µSTR keeping the structure of the cs-trees in every merging tree Ti unchanged. The shallowest rightmost leaf node
in T1 becomes the sponsor Ms for the second round. The secret and public keys in the path of Ms are removed from the
tree. Additionally, Ms updates its secret key and computes
all secret and public keys in its path. The newly computed
public keys are then broadcasted so that every other member
is able to compute the secret keys in the own path. An ex1. Every sponsor Msi , i ∈ [1, m] broadcasts the tree structure
and public keys of all sub-roots of the tree Ti .

2. Every member updates the tree by merging all trees and removes all secret and public keys in the path of the sponsor
Ms . Ms changes its secret key, computes all secret and pulbic keys in its path, and broadcasts the updated public keys.

Figure 15. TFAN Merge

ample of the merge protocol with µTGDH cs-trees is given
in Figure 16. Two groups T1 of height 3 and T2 of height 2
are merged. T2 is appended on top of T1 . A new cover-node
CN1 is created with the root of T1 as the left child and the
root of CT1 in T2 as the right child. The sponsor M8 up2
dates own secret key, computes all secret keys kh0,0i
, kCN2 ,
2
2
kCN1 , and kCN0 , and pubic keys bkh1,1i , bkh0,0i , bkCN2 ,
and bkCN1 , and broadcasts the newly computed public keys
allowing other members to compute the group key.
Partition Consider a group of n members, and p of them
are partitioned from the group. Group members that are
chosen to compute and broadcast public keys within their
cs-trees are called cs-sponsors. The group member that is
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Figure 16. A TFAN Merge (q = 2, art = T )
chosen to compute and broadcast the public keys of the
cover-nodes is called the sponsor. If all members in one cstree are partitioned then this cs-tree is removed from the
TFAN tree so that no cs-sponsors are required. Otherwise
the partition of members within each cs-tree is processed using the partition protocol3 of µSTR (if art = S) or µTGDH
(if art = T ). The sponsor is chosen as described in the following. If all members of the deepest modified cs-tree leave
the group then the sponsor is the rightmost member in the
cs-tree directly below the removed cs-tree, or if no such
cs-tree exists then in the greatest numbered remaining cstree above. In other case, if there are remaining members
in the deepest modified cs-tree, the rightmost cs-sponsor in
this cs-tree is chosen as the sponsor. Figure 17 describes
the partition protocol. An example with µTGDH cs-trees is
given in Figure 18. Since all members in CT1 (i.e., M8 , and
M9 ) leave the group, this cs-tree and its parent node CN1
are removed from the TFAN tree. According to the partition or leave protocol in µTGDH, M5 , M10 and M13 are
the cs-sponsors for the partition of M6 , M11 and M12 , respectively. M5 is also the sponsor. It updates its secret key,
computes secret and public keys of all nodes in its path, and
1
1
broadcasts bkh1,0i
, bkh0,0i
, and bkCN1 . M10 and M13 broad0
cast their public keys. M13 computes then kh0,0i
, kCN0 ,
0
computes and broadcasts bkh0,0i , allowing other members
to compute the group key kCN0 .
Refresh Assume there is a group of n members assigned
to a TFAN tree of height h. The member Mr , called the
refresher, wishes to update its secret key. For this purpose
the refresher changes own secret and public keys, com3

If there is only one member in the cs-tree that is partitioned then members of this cs-tree use the corresponding leave protocol instead.

1. Every remaining member updates the tree by removing the
partitioned members and their parent nodes. The sponsor
changes its secret and public key. Members in the remaining modified cs-trees perform the leave or partition protocol
of µSTR (if art = S) or µTGDH (if art = T ) with the following differences: The public keys of all cs-sponsors except
for the sponsor are not removed. The non-sponsor cs-sponsor
does not change its secret key. Additionally, the rightmost cssponsor in each cs-tree computes and broadcasts the public
key of the corresponding sub-root.

2. The sponsor Ms computes the missing secret and public keys
of the cover-nodes in its path, and broadcasts their public
keys.

3. Every remaining member computes the missing secret keys
of nodes in its path.

Figure 17. TFAN Partition
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Figure 18. A TFAN Partition (q = 2, art = T )
putes changed secret and public keys of nodes in its path,
and broadcasts the updated public keys. Upon receiving this
message every other member removes known secret keys of
nodes in Mr ’s path, updates the corresponding public keys
in the own co-path, and recomputes the removed secret keys
including the new group key.

9. Security Analysis
Our framework combines µSTR and µTGDH protocols
using strictly defined cover-path as part of the binary key
tree (TFAN tree). However, this structural modification of
the key tree leaves the actual computation process of the
group key unchanged, i.e., it still relies on the tree-based
ECDH key exchange method applied in µSTR and µTGDH.
Therefore, the security analysis of µSTR and µTGDH from
[10] is also valid for our framework. For completeness we
briefly discuss how TFAN fulfills the security requirements

of Section 5. The computational group key secrecy of TFAN
relies on the hardness of the ECCDH problem. The decisional group key secrecy of TFAN relies on the hardness
of the ECDDH problem. Thus, a passive adversary A although being able to intercept TFAN messages sent over a
public channel and obtain public keys can neither compute
nor distinguish the group key. Therefore, A can discover the
group key only if learns at least one secret key. Due to the
hardness of the ECDL problem the adversary is not able to
reveal these values from their public counterparts. For backward secrecy we show that any A being a joining member
is not able to obtain any of the previous used group keys.
Assume, A becomes a new member of the group and is located in the Cover-Sub-Tree CTa of the TFAN tree at node
hla , va i for some la ∈ {0, . . . , q}. As a new member A is
able to compute all secret keys in its path up to the root of
a
for all l < la and v = b 2lvaa−l c, and
the TFAN tree, i.e., khl,vi
kCNi for all i ≤ a. The sponsor of the additive event is either located at node hla , va − 1i if CTa was not fully filled
or is the shallowest rightmost node in the Cover-Sub-Tree
CTa+1 . It changes own secret key and causes the change of
all secret keys in its path up-to the root of the TFAN tree.
Hence, in both cases A can only compute the changed secret keys, and is therefore not able to compute the previously used group key. Thus, backward secrecy is provided.
Analogously, for forward secrecy we have to show that any
A being a leaving member in the Cover-Sub-Tree CTa at
node hla , va i for some la ∈ {0, . . . , q} is not able to obtain any subsequently used group key. A knows all secret
a
keys khl,vi
for all l < la and v = b 2lvaa−l c, and kCNi for
all i ≤ a that are valid during its group membership. If A
was not the only member in CTa then the sponsor is located at node hla − 1, b v2a ci of the updated TFAN tree, otherwise it is the shallowest rightmost member in CTa+1 . In
any case, since the sponsor changes own secret keys and
causes the change of all secret keys in its path up to the
root all secret keys that A knows get changed, and therefore A is not able to compute the updated group key. Thus,
forward secrecy is provided. As combination of backward
and forward secrecy we follow that TFAN provides key independence. Updated group keys are independent due to a
random change of sponsor’s contribution. Since both protocols, µSTR and µTGDH, fulfill the verifiable trust requirement our framework fulfills it too. Indeed, whenever a sponsor Ms located in the cs-tree CTs at node hls , vs i broadcasts a message containing the updated public keys, there is
at least one other member that is able to verify the correctness of the sponsor’s message. In case of TFAN (art = S)
the verification can be done by all members in CTs located
at nodes hl, vi for all l > ls . In case of TFAN (art = T )
it can be done by a member located at the sponsor’s sibling
node. Additionally in both cases the changed public keys
of cover-nodes CNi for all i ≤ s can be verified by mem-

bers in every cs-tree CTj with j > i.

10. Complexity Analysis
In this section we analyze the memory, communication, and computation costs of µSTR, µTGDH, and TFAN.
The number of current group members, merging members, merging groups, and leaving members are denoted by:
n, m, k, and p, respectively. Additionally, the height of the
current and updated tree are denoted by h and b
h, respectively. The sponsor is denoted by hls , vs i (or hlsi , vsi i if
several sponsors exist). The sum of the heights of all nonhighest trees in the merge protocol is denoted by α. We focus on the number of stored secret and public keys, the number of rounds, the total number of broadcast messages, the
cumulative broadcast message size 4 , and the serial number of multiplications 5 . We consider here random µTGDH
trees and half fully filled TFAN trees, i.e., the number of
q−1
members in each cs-tree is d q+1
2 e for art = S and 2
6
for art = T . The serial number of multiplications can be
further reduced if the sponsor computes the group key after it broadcasts the updated public keys. This optimization
is considered in our analysis.
Memory costs Table 1 summarizes the memory costs of
the protocols. Considering TFAN, it is clear that TFAN
Suite

TFAN

Type of costs
average
hl, 1i
average
hl, vi
average
hl, 1i in CTi
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TFAN
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Table 1. Memory costs

(art = T ) consumes less storage space than TFAN (art =
S). If we increase q, the member needs to store more keys
and public keys in the cs-tree, however the number of keys
4
5

6

The sum of all broadcast message size of all members.
For serial costs operations that are performed by members in parallel
are counted as one operation. In this case the highest costs are considered. The total costs are represented by the sum of all members costs
in a given round (or protocol).
Hence the height is chosen as follows: h ≈ dlog2 ne + 1 for µTGDH,
n
n
h = q+1
for TFAN (art = S), and h = d 2q−1
e for TFAN
d 2 e

(art = T ).

and public keys outside the cs-tree is decreased. It is obvious that the required memory space for TFAN (art = S) is
lower than for µSTR, and of TFAN (art = T ) is higher
than for µTGDH. Hence as a whole, all protocol suites
can be sorted from the least to the highest according to
their memory consumption as follows: µTGDH < TFAN
(art = T ) < TFAN (art = S) < µSTR.
Communication and Computation Costs Setup Table 2 summarizes the computation and communication
costs. µSTR and TFAN (art = S) are the most communication efficient protocol suites. Only 2 or 3 rounds are
needed to form a new group from all individual group members. TFAN (art = T ) is less efficient, i.e., q + 2 rounds
are required. µTGDH is most inefficient with the number of rounds scaling logarithmically in the number of
group members. According to the number of rounds the protocols can be sorted as follows: µSTR < TFAN (art = S)
< TFAN (art = T ) < µTGDH. We consider now the number of messages and the total message size. With respect to the number of broadcast messages all protocols can be sorted from the least to the highest as follows: µSTR < TFAN (art = S) < TFAN (art = T ) <
µTGDH. Considering the total message size, we get the following relation: µTGDH < TFAN (art = T ) < µSTR
< TFAN (art = S). With respect to the number of serial multiplications µTGDH is the most computation efficient scaling logarithmically in the number of members,
whereas µSTR requires a linear number of serial multiplications relative to the group size. The computation
costs of TFAN in both cases depend on the cs-tree
height q. In general TFAN (art = T ) is more efficient than TFAN (art = S), which is in turn more efficient
than µSTR. Hence all protocol suites can be sorted with respect to the number of required serial multiplications as follows: µTGDH < TFAN (art = T ) < TFAN (art = S)
< µSTR. Considering the communication and computation costs TFAN (art = T ) is most suitable to handle the
setup event.
Join All protocol suites require 2 rounds and 2 messages.
The total message size of STR is constant, only 3 public
keys. In µTGDH it scales logarithmically in the number of
group members. Since the shallowest cs-tree is usually not
fully filled, the new member is joined in this cs-tree. In this
case, the message size of TFAN (art = S) is 4, and of
TFAN (art = T ) is q + 1. Hence according to the required
communication costs, the protocol suites can be sorted as
follows: µSTR < TFAN (art = S) < TFAN (art = T )
< µTGDH. Under the assumption that the first cs-tree in
TFAN is not fully filled, µTGDH is most expensive in terms
of computation, its number of serial multiplications scales
logarithmically in the number of group members. The number of serial multiplications in TFAN (art = T ) is 3q + 1,
and in TFAN (art = T ) is 7. To the contrary, µSTR re-
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Table 2. Computation and communication
costs

quires only 4 multiplications. Hence according to the required computation costs all protocol suites can be sorted
as follows: µSTR < TFAN (art = S) < TFAN (art = T )
< µTGDH. Considering the communication and computation costs µSTR is most suitable to handle the join event.
Leave, Refresh All protocols require 1 round and 1 broadcast message. µTGDH has the least cumulative message
size, whereas µSTR the highest. TFAN (art = S) consumes more bandwidth than TFAN (art = T ). In general the cumulative message size required by TFAN is between the sizes required by µSTR and µTGDH. According
to the required computation costs, all protocol suites can be
sorted as follows: µTGDH < TFAN (art = T ) < TFAN
(art = S) < µSTR. With respect to the cumulative message size and serial multiplications all protocol suites can

be sorted as follows: µTGDH < TFAN (art = T ) < TFAN
(art = S) < µSTR. Obviously, µTGDH is most suitable to
handle leave and refresh events.
Merge First we analyse the communication costs. Note that
the number of rounds in µTGDH scales logarithmically in
the number of merging groups, whereas all other protocols
are more efficient keeping this number constant. According to the number of rounds all protocol suites can be sorted
as follows: µSTR = TFAN (art = T ) = TFAN (art = S)
< µTGDH. Furthermore, µTGDH requires double as much
broadcast messages as in other protocol suites. Since the
cumulative broadcast message size depends on the parameters art and q, it is difficult to give the exact relation between TFAN and other protocols. Considering the average
cumulative message size all protocols can be sorted according to the message size as follows: TFAN (art = T ) ≈
TFAN (art = S) < µSTR and µTGDH, where the relation between µSTR and µTGDH depends on the number
of merging groups and the tree structures. With respect to
the computation costs all protocols can be sorted as follows: µTGDH < TFAN (art = T ) < TFAN (art = S)
< µSTR. Hence, TFAN (art = T ) is most suitable to handle the merge event.
Partition The µSTR and TFAN (art = S) protocol suites
are most communication efficient, i.e., they require only one
or two rounds. The partition is the most expensive operation
in µTGDH, requiring a number of rounds bounded by the
minimum of either the updated tree’s height or log2 p + 1.
The number of rounds in TFAN (art = T ) is bounded by
q
2 +1. According to the number of rounds all protocol suites
can be sorted as follows: µSTR < TFAN (art = S) <
TFAN (art = T ) < µTGDH. With respect to the computation costs µTGDH requires a logarithmic number of multiplications, while µSTR scales linearly in the group size.
TFAN is comparatively efficient, and less serial multiplications are needed if art = T . According to the computation
costs the protocols can sorted as follows: µTGDH < TFAN
(art = T ) < TFAN (art = S) < µSTR. Considering the
communication and computation costs TFAN is most suitable to handle the partition event.
Discussion According to the analysis in [10] the µSTR
protocol is most suitable in networks where high network
delays dominate. However, its computation costs are most
expensive. While µTGDH is most suitable in networks
with clients having limited computation and storage space,
and with low network delays. However, the clients in mobile ad hoc networks, in general, have limited processor
power, storage capability, and energy supply. Additionally,
the network delays dominate in such networks too. Considering the above described comparisons between the protocol suites in terms of computation and communication costs
we remark that TFAN protocol suite is located in the mid-

dle of comparison relations for each kind of the subprotocol (i.e., setup, join, leave, merge, partition) whereas µSTR
is mostly efficient in terms of the communication costs, and
µTGDH is mostly efficient in terms of computation costs.
Therefore, we follow that TFAN has the optimal trade-off
between both kinds of costs.

ures 19 to 26 the y axis in the left graph denotes the computation delay in seconds, and in the right graph denotes the
cumulative message size in kilobytes (KB).
Setup The costs are measured for the time period between
the reception of all setup requests and the computation of
the group key by all members. Figure 19 compares the com-

11. Experimental Results
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Figure 19. Cost Comparison for Setup

putation delay and the total message size for the setup protocols of the suites. The x axis shows the group size. Note
that the experimental results are similar to the estimated theoretical results from Section 10. Considering the computation delay µTGDH is most efficient, µSTR is least efficient,
and TFAN costs are in the middle. We remark that if the parameter art is kept constant then the lower q is the higher
computation delay occurs.
Join The costs are measured for the time period between
the reception of the new member’s request and the computation of the group key by all members (including the joined
member). Figure 20 compares the computation delay and
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Test method We use the EC curve P-192 defined in [13],
whose security level corresponds to |p| = 2720 bits in Z∗p
according to [8]. The open source BouncyCastle API [17]
for J2ME is used to implement the tree-based elliptic curve
Diffie-Hellman key exchange method. We remark that cryptographic operations in the BouncyCastle API are not optimized, i.e., the computation delay we have measured can
be significantly reduced if optimized implementation of the
underlying cryptographic operations is used. Note that the
measurements still allow to make a fair comparison of the
considered protocol suites. In order to achieve a fair comparison of the plain protocol costs we do not measure the
costs for message authentication. Finally, we have used randomly generated µTGDH trees and half fully filled TFAN
trees in the simulation.
We use the following scenarios to measure the computation delay and the communication costs. For setup, join,
leave and refresh, the number of current group members is
n = 4k, 1 ≤ k ≤ 16. In case of partition the group size
before the event is n = 16 and 64. In case of merge the
group size after the event is n = 16 and 64. In the following we denote TFAN with art and m by TFAN(art,
m), e.g., TFAN(T , 2) and TFAN(S, 3), and consider here
only the measurements of the computation delay and cumulative message size, since the number of rounds and messages is already given in Table 2. We have simulated TFAN
with different combinations of art and q, and found out
that for groups of 24 up to 64 members TFAN (T, 3) and
TFAN(S, 7) perform at best. The smaller is the value for q,
the tighter is the approximation of the costs of TFAN by
those of µSTR, whereas the greater is the value for q, the
tighter is the approximation of the costs of TFAN by those
of µSTR if art = S, and of µTGDH if art = T . In Fig-
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To compare the performance of µSTR, µTGDH, and
TFAN protocol suites in practice we have implemented and
simulated all six subprotocols for each suite. In this section
we compare the measured computation and communication
costs. The protocol suites are implemented with J2ME CDC
[16], and simulated with the virtual machine CDC HotSpot
Implementation [16] on the laptop with Centrino 1.7 GHz
processor and 480 MB memory. We simulate the communication process and measure the total computation delay beginning with the time the event occurs and ending with the
time the group key is computed.
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Figure 20. Cost Comparison for Join

the total message size for the join protocols of the suites.
The x axis shows the group size before the event. Note that
the experimental results are similar to the estimated theoretical results from Section 10. However, in all protocol suites
the message size scales linearly in the group size. This is
because in every join protocol the sponsor broadcasts the
whole tree structure.
Leave The costs are measured for the time period between
the reception of the leave notification from the underlying

group communication system and the computation of the
changed group key by all members. The leaving members
are chosen from the group for each simulation step at random and the average costs are computed. Figure 21 com-
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merging of two groups is the most frequent case. Figures 22
and 23 compare the computation delay and the total message size for the merge protocols of the suites in case where
the resulting group size is 16 and 64 members, respectively.
In all graphs the x axis denotes the group size before the
events. Note that the experimental results are similar to the
estimated theoretical results from Section 10.
Partition We have measured the costs from the time point
the partition event has occured to the time point when the
new group key is computed by all members. The partitioned
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pares the computation delay and the total message size for
the leave protocols of the suites. The x axis denotes the
number of group members before the event. Note that the
experimental results are similar to the estimated theoretical
results from Section 10.
Merge We have measured the costs within the time period
the group key is computed by all group members after all
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Figure 22. Cost Comparison for Merge (16)
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members are chosen randomly from the group. Figures 24
and 25 compare the computation delay and the total message size for the partition protocols of the suites in case
where the group size before partition is 16 and 64 members, respectively. In all graphs the x axis denotes the group
size before the event. Note that the experimental results are
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similar to the estimated theoretical results from Section 10.
That is the protocol suites can be sorted as follows µSTR <
TFAN(art = S) < TFAN(art = T ) < µTGDH.
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Figure 23. Cost Comparison for Merge (64)

resulting group members is 16 and 64. We assume the maximum number of merging groups is 5. Note that in practice

Refresh We have measured the costs from the time point
the refresher begins to update its secret key to the time point
the new group key is computed by all group members. The
refresher is chosen from the group at random and the average costs of all members are computed for each simulation run. Figure 26 compares the computation delay and the
total message size for the refresh protocols of the suites.
The x axis denotes the group size. Note that the experi-

mental results are similar to the estimated theoretical results
from Section 10 except for the difference that the costs of
TFAN(T, 3) and TFAN(S, 7) are almost identical. This is
because the average distance from the refresher’s leaf node
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Figure 26. Cost Comparison for Refresh

to the root node of the cs-tree in both protocols are almost
identical.
Discussion The above experiment results validate our theoretical analysis, i.e., TFAN provides an optimal trade-off
between communication and computation costs compared
to µSTR and µTGDH protocol suites. Considering our simulation7 we suggest to use TFAN with the following parameters for the specified group size n, i.e., the group size before join, leave, and partition, but after merge: if n < 24
then TFAN(T, 2) and TFAN(S, 7) perform at best, whereas
if 24 ≤ n ≤ 1008 then TFAN(T, 3) and again TFAN(S, 7)
are most suitable.

12. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed TFAN, a secure framework for the group key agreement in mobile ad-hoc networks which provides an optimal trade-off between computation, communication and memory costs as substantiated
by the theoretical analysis and the experimental results obtained from the simulation. TFAN combines the communication efficiency of the µSTR protocol and the computation
efficiency of the µTGDH protocol.
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